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When the 
Loretto Chapel 
in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico 
was completed 
in 1878, the 
builders left no 
way to access 
the choir loft, 
some 22 feet 
above the 
CHAPEL�mOOR��
Many were 
brought in 

TO�lND�A�SOLUTION�TO�THE�PROBLEM��BUT�
one after another concluded that only 
A�LADDER�WOULD�SUFlCE�TO�ACCESS�THE�
loft, as a staircase would take up too 
MUCH�mOOR�SPACE�IN�THE�SMALL�CHAPEL��
Legend says that the sisters of the 
chapel, dismayed by this problem, 
BEGAN�A�NOVENA�TO�3T��*OSEPH�TO�HELP�
THEM�lND�A�SOLUTION��!ND�AS�THE�STORY�
GOES��ON�THE��TH�AND�lNAL�DAY�OF�THE�
novena, a man appeared at the chapel 
with a donkey and a toolbox, looking 
FOR�WORK��-ONTHS�LATER��AN�ELEGANT�
circular staircase was complete- and the 
mysterious man disappeared, without 
PAY��AND�WITHOUT�THANKS��4HE�STAIRCASE�
itself is a marvel- it is known as the 
MIRACULOUS�STAIRCASE�OF�,ORETTO��)T�HAS�
two 360 degree circular turns, but no 
VISIBLE�MEANS�OF�SUPPORT��)T�IS�SAID�TO�
contain no nails- only smooth wooden 
PEGS��)TS�DESIGN�PERPLEXES�EXPERTS�EVEN�
today and it has been the subject of 
MANY�PUBLICATIONS�AND�DOCUMENTARIES��
!LTHOUGH�THEORIES�ON�ITS�ORIGIN�ABOUND��
the sisters, and countless faithful others 
HAVE�CONCLUDED�IT�WAS�3T��*OSEPH�
HIMSELF��IN�ANSWER�TO�THE�3ISTERS�PRAYERS�

You’ll consider this story as we honor 

Eulogy Given by Patrick Quinn in Memory of Joe Gorleski
*OSEPH�'ORLESKI�S�MEMORY�AND�LEGACY�
TODAY��"ECAUSE��QUIET�AND�HUMBLE�
BY�NATURE��LIKE�HIS�NAMESAKE��*OE�WAS�
creative and  talented; he was driven, 
he was focused, and  preferred to work  
ALONE���AGAIN�LIKE�HIS�NAMESAKE���"UT�
perhaps the most common attribute 
THESE�*OSEPHS�MAY�HAVE�SHARED�WAS�A�
DEEP�LOVE�FOR�THOSE�NEAREST�TO�THEM��

*OE�'ORLESKI�ACCEPTED�US�INTO�HIS�LIFE�AND�
pushed us to search for the real truth in 
who he was and in what he expected of 
US��(E�WAS�MYSTERIOUS�TO�A�DEGREE�WHEN�
HE�ARRIVED��LIKE�THE�MAN�IN�,ORETTO�)�CAN�
personally attest to that, as can some of 
YOU�HERE�TODAY��*OE�WAS�SMALL�IN�STATURE��
but his own sense of self-worth towered 
ABOVE�ANY�MEASURE�OF�THE�SIZE�OF�A�MAN��
(IS�IRON�WILL�WAS�AN�IMMOVABLE�FORCE��
!ND�WHEN�*OE�KNEW�WE�LOVED�HIM��HE�
LOVED�BACK��(E�COULD�LOCK�EYES�WITH�YOU��
whisper to you, smile and hold your 
ATTENTION�FOR�A�LONG�AS�HE�WANTED�IT��(E�
WAS�MORE�THAN�SELF�ASSURED��(OW�MANY�
of us can say that about ourselves for any 
sustained length of time?

)F�YOU�REALLY�THINK�ABOUT�IT��*OE�WAS�A�JACK�
of all of his trades, and he mastered all 
OF�THEM��4HE�NAME�*OSEPH�ITSELF�REVEALS�
some uncanny parallels and undeniable 
TRUTHS�ABOUT�THE�MAN�WE�HONOR�TODAY��
Consider these personality traits you can 
lND��AS�)�HAVE��THAT�ARE�ASSOCIATED�WITH�
his name:

Number 1 .People named Joseph tend to 
initiate events, lead rather than follow, and 
have powerful personalities

/UR�FRIEND�*OE�DID�WHAT�HE�WANTED��WHEN�
he wanted, and staked his claim in any 
SETTING���(E�HAD�THE�RESOLUTE�POWER�OF�HIS�
UNIQUE�PERSONALITY�TO�GUIDE�HIM�ALWAYS��
,ONG�BEFORE�WE�MET�HIM��*OE�HAD�ALREADY�

BECOME�HIS�OWN�BEST�ADVOCATE�

2.   A focus on goals and creative 
IDEAS��IMPLEMENTED�WITH�EFlCIENCY�AND�
determination.

)�THINK�YOU�WOULD�ALL�AGREE�THAT�� *OE�
had a laser- like focus on anything he 
TOOK�OWNERSHIP�OF��(E�WAS�METICULOUS��
everything had to be in his particular 
ORDER��(IS�ARTISTIC�CREATIVITY�RESULTED�IN�
beautifully framed pieces of art that 
have been   displayed publically with 
the help of his staff at a local art gallery, 
and other pieces on   the  walls of the 
PLACES�THAT�WERE�IMPORTANT�TO�HIM��
!ND�WITH�REGARD�TO�THE�ATTRIBUTE�OF�
“determination’ mentioned here, just 
CLOSE�YOUR�EYES�AND�PICTURE�*OE�IN�HIS�
daily cafeteria work duties Monday 
THROUGH�&RIDAY��(IS�WORK�CAME�lRST��
/UR�SCHEDULES�CAME�SECOND��!ND�ASK�
*OHN�'ALLONE�ABOUT�THE�PERIOD�OF�TIME�
WHEN�*OE�DECIDED�HE�WOULD�SPEAK�
more – after having been with us for 
years as a grown man,   and this proud 
GROWN�MAN�PUSHED�HIMSELF�TO�DO�SO��)�
witnessed it- with the two of them, in 
THE�QUIET�OF�THE�ELEGANT�DINING�ROOM�
AT�*OE�S�-OOSIC�STREET�HOME��AND�)�WILL�
NEVER�FORGET�IT�

(Continued on page 8)



(APPY�(OLIDAYS�ONE�AND�ALL�AND�MAY�YOU�
have the best New Year ever!

*UST�SOME�NOTES�OF�INTEREST�

One November 24, 2014 the formal name 
OF�THE�0!�$EPT��OF�0UBLIC�7ELFARE�WAS�
CHANGED�TO�THE�0!�$EPT��OF�(UMAN�3ERVICES���
7E�WERE�THE�LAST�STATE�IN�THE�NATION�TO�lNALLY�

ADOPT�THIS�CHANGE���4HANKS�GO�OUT�TO�ALL�WHO�WORKED�ON�THIS�
ISSUE�

Most of you have probably heard the name “Robert 
'ENSIAKv���2OBERT�WAS�THE���YEAROLD�YOUNG�MAN�WITH�
$OWN�SYNDROME�FROM�4AYLOR�WHO�DIED�FROM�MALNUTRITION�AT�
THE�HANDS�OF�HIS�MOTHER�AND�SISTERS���(E�WEIGHED����POUNDS�
at his death, covered with the most severe case of scabies 
ANYONE�LOCALLY�HAD�EVER�SEEN���2OBERT�HAD�NO�VOICE��SO�WE�
AT�4HE�!RC��DECIDED�TO�GIVE�HIM�ONE���/N�.OVEMBER�����
many board members, family members, interested parties, 
volunteers and staff conducted a memorial service on his 
BEHALF��LED�BY�BOARD�MEMBER�0ASTOR�(OWARD�7OODRUFF���
!�MEMORIAL�PLAQUE�WAS�DEDICATED�AT�OUR�HOME�BASE�ON�
-EADOW�!VENUE�IN�3CRANTON���)T�READS�h%VERY�VOICE�SHALL�BE�
HEARDv���,ET�S�HOPE�THAT�NOTHING�LIKE�THIS�EVER�HAPPENS�AGAIN�

#ONGRATULATIONS�TO�4OM�7OLF�ON�HIS�SUCCESSFUL�CAMPAIGN�FOR�
'OVERNOR���)�MET�-R��7OLF�RECENTLY�AT�AN�EVENT�IN�$UNMORE���
(E�SEEMS�TO�BE�A�TRUE�HUMANIST��A�VERY�WELLEDUCATED�
GENTLEMAN�WHO�WANTS�TO�DO�THE�RIGHT�THING���(E�HAS�
YEOMEN�S�WORK�AHEAD�OF�HIM��STRUGGLING�WITH�A������MILLION�
DElCIT�IN��������AND�STARING�A������BILLION�SHORTFALL�IN����
������$IFlCULT�TIMES�AHEAD�FOR�SURE�

Congratulations go out to Sara Wolff for all of her hard 
WORK�ON�THE�PASSAGE�OF�THE�!",%�!CT��!CHIEVING�A�"ETTER�

Exec’s Corner
,IFE�%XPERIENCE	���!S�OF�THE�WRITING��THE�!",%�!CT�HAS�PASSED�
THE�(OUSE�BY�A�WIDE�MARGIN�AND�WAS�SENT�TO�THE�3ENATE�FOR�
APPROVAL���4HIS�!CT�WILL�BECOME�LAW�WHEN�THE�0RESIDENT�SIGNS�
IT��HOPEFULLY�BY�THE�END�OF�THE�YEAR���3ARA�WAS�IN�7ASHINGTON�
WHEN�THE�BILL�PASSED�THE�(OUSE�AND�PLANS�TO�BE�STANDING�NEXT�
TO�THE�0RESIDENT�WHEN�HE�AFlXES�HIS�SIGNATURE���9OU�GO�GIRLÐ

7E�WILL�BE�CELEBRATING�OUR���TH�ANNIVERSARY�IN��������-ANY�
events are planned and we will be conducting a capital drive 
TO�REPAIR�AND�MAINTAIN�OUR����PROPERTIES���0.#�&OUNDATION�
has kicked off the campaign with a very sizeable gift to get 
US�STARTED���-ANY�THANKS�TO�0ETE�$ANCHAK�AND�HIS�STAFF�FROM�
0.#�FOR�THEIR�ONGOING�COMMITMENT�AND�SUPPORT�OF�4HE�!RC�
AND�WHAT�WE�DO�

)N�CELEBRATION�OF�OUR�ANNIVERSARY��YOU�WILL�NOTICE���NEW�SIGNS�
DISPLAYED�ON�OUR�BUILDING�ON�-EADOW�!VENUE���4HEY�ARE�BIG�
AND�VERY�NOTICEABLE�FROM�-OOSIC�3TREET�AND�2OUTE����3OUTH���
7E�ARE�ONE�OF�THE�����CHAPTERS�OF�4HE�!RC�ACROSS�THE�NATION�
AND�WE�ARE�VERY�PROUD�OF�OUR�NEW�LOGO���!LSO��JUST�TO�SHARE�
WITH�YOU��WE�AT�4HE�!RC�ARE�THE�LARGEST�NATIONAL�ORGANIZATION�
whose main purpose is to serve the needs of people with 
)NTELLECTUAL�$ISABILITIES���!UTISM�AND�THEIR�FAMILIES�

Speaking of being proud, we are delighted to announce that 
THE�STAFF�OF�4HE�!RC�OF�.%0!�SURPASSED�OUR�GOAL�OF���������IN�
EMPLOYEE�PLEDGES�TO�THE������5NITED�7AY�CAMPAIGN���4HIS�
WAS�A�TREMENDOUS�EFFORT�BY�ALL�INVOLVED�IN�DIFlCULT�ECONOMIC�
TIMES���3PECIAL�THANKS�TO�0AT�1UINN�FOR�HIS�LEADERSHIP�AND�
diligence in monitoring the campaign to its successful 
CONCLUSION���

4HAT�S�ALL�FOR�NOW���0LEASE�ENJOY�THE�HOLIDAY�SEASON�  

   Respectfully,
� � � $ON�"RODERICK��%XECUTIVE�$IRECTOR

President’s Message
)T�IS�THAT�TIME�OF�THE�YEAR�WHEN�WE�SHOULD�BE�
thankful for all the blessings we have in this 
LIFE���)�KNOW�THAT�)�AM�SO�FORTUNATE�TO�HAVE�A�
LOVING�FAMILY�AND�SUCH�WONDERFUL�FRIENDS��

)�AM�ALSO�VERY�BLESSED�TO�HAVE�SUCH�A�
STRONG�"OARD�OF�$IRECTORS�FOR�GUIDANCE�AND�
LEADERSHIP���4HE�SAME�CAN�BE�SAID�WITH�4HE�
!RC�&OUNDATION��4HE�!RC�!UXILIARY��0/$3��

00/$3�AND�00/$3�.ORTH���4HERE�IS�ALSO�4HE�!RC�ITSELF�AND�ALL�
THE�GREAT�THINGS�IT�DOES�FOR�PEOPLE�IN�NEED���&INALLY��THERE�IS�
THE�STAFF�AT�4HE�!RC�AND�THE�LEADERSHIP�AT�THE�TOP�THAT�DOES�SO�
MUCH�FOR�PEOPLE�WITH�INTELLECTUAL�DISABILITIES�AND�THEIR�FAMILIES���
9ES��)�AM�THANKFUL�FOR�ALL�OF�THE�BLESSINGS�)�HAVE�IN�MY�LIFE�

!LSO�OF�NOTE�IS�4HE�!RC�S���TH�ANNIVERSARY�THAT�IS�RIGHT�AROUND�
THE�CORNERÐ�������IS�THE�YEAR�THAT�WE�WILL�BE�CELEBRATING�THAT�
MILESTONE���!�LOT�OF�SPECIAL�ACTIVITIES�ARE�BEING�PLANNED�SO�BE�
sure to watch for major announcements in the upcoming 
MONTHSÐ��!�SPECIAL�THANKS�TO�0ETER�$ANCHAK�WHO�HAS�AGREED�
TO�BE�THE�CHAIRPERSON�FOR�THE���TH�!NNIVERSARY�#APITAL�

)MPROVEMENT�0ROJECT���(E�STARTED�THINGS�OFF�THE�RIGHT�WAY�BY�
SECURING�US�A�SUBSTANTIAL�GRANT�FROM�0.#�"ANK�S�&OUNDATIONÐ

,ASTLY��WE�JUST�lNISHED�OUR�ANNUAL�BOARD�RETREAT�ON�
/CTOBER���TH���7E�WERE�PRIVILEGED�TO�HAVE�AS�OUR�GUEST�
SPEAKER��3TEVE�3UROVIEC��$EPUTY�3ECRETARY�FOR�THE�/FlCE�OF�
$EVELOPMENTAL�0ROGRAMS��0ENNSYLVANIA���-R��3UROVIEC�DIRECTS�
0ENNSYLVANIA�S�CENTERS��PRIVATE�)#&�S�)$�AND�COMMUNITY�
SERVICES�AND�THE�STATE�AUTISM�SYSTEM���(E�PROVIDED�A�GREAT�
UPDATE�FOR�US�ON�WHAT�S�GOING�ON�AT�THE�hTOP�OF�THE�HOUSEv�
OF�STATE�GOVERNMENT�

We were also able to listen to presentations from staff on all 
OF�THE�AREAS�OF�OUR�ORGANIZATION���)�WAS�ESPECIALLY�IMPRESSED�
with all who worked on their presentations, giving us insight 
AS�TO�WHAT�IS�DONE�IN�THEIR�RESPECTIVE�DEPARTMENTS�

)N�CLOSING��)�WOULD�LIKE�TO�WISH�ALL�OF�YOU�A�HAPPY�AND�SAFE�
holiday season and a very happy new year!   
    
   Sincerely,  
   Ken Doolittle, President



Annual Retreat
4HE�"OARD�!NNUAL�2ETREAT�WAS�
HELD�ON�/CTOBER���TH�AT�#OOPER�S��
-R��3TEVEN�3UROVIEC��$EPUTY�
3ECRETARY��/FlCE�OF�$EVELOPMENTAL�
0ROGRAMS��WAS�THE�GUEST�SPEAKER��

Pictured: Alan Hughes, Foundation 
Board President; Ken Doolittle, Arc 
Board President; Corolla Sawka, 
!UXILIARY�"OARD�0RESIDENT��3ARA�7OLFF��
!RC�"OARD�!UXILIARY�"OARD��3TEVE�
3UROVIEC��$EPUTY�3ECRETARY��/$0��$ON�
Broderick, Executive Director. 

"Y��-ARI�0IZUR

Our recreation programs are driven 
BY�OUR�STAKEHOLDERS�AT�OUR�QUARTERLY�
!DVISORY�-EETINGS�IN�BOTH�#ARBON�
AND�,ACKAWANNA�#OUNTIES���!T�OUR�
September meetings our participants 
wanted to do something for our 
6ETERANS�IN�THE�MONTH�OF�.OVEMBER���

)N�#ARBON�#OUNTY�WE�DEDICATED�OUR�
November recreation programs to 
THE�6ETERANS���7E�PUT�TOGETHER�CARE�
packages along with art projects our 
CONSUMERS�MADE��!T�OUR�.OVEMBER�
��TH�DANCE�THE�ROOM�WAS�DECORATED�

The Arc Recreation Gives Back!
with red, white and blue stars and 
mAGS�THAT�OUR�CONSUMERS�MADE��%ACH�
participant attending the dance 
was asked to bring a gift for our 
SOLDIERS�OVERSEAS���4HE�RESPONDS�WAS�
fantastic, we collected 2 large boxes 
OF�PERSONAL�NEEDS�FOR�OUR�TROOPS���4HE�
donations were given to the local 
6&7�IN�#ARBON�#OUNTY���

)N�,ACKAWANNA�#OUNTY�WE�CONTACTED�
THE�'INO�-ERLI�6ETERANS�#ENTER�ON�
WHAT�WE�COULD�DO�FOR�THEIR�PATIENTS��
4HEY�PROVIDED�LIST�OF�PRODUCTS�THE�
Vets need, so at our November 14th 

recreation program each participant 
BROUGHT�SOMETHING�FROM�THAT�LIST����
/UR�$ECEMBER���TH�2ECREATION�
0ROGRAM�WAS�HELD�AT�'INO�-ERLI�
6ETERANS�#ENTER�TO�BRING�(OLIDAY�
#HEER�TO�THE�6ETS��/UR�$*�PLAYED�
holiday music as we danced and sang 
Christmas carols together throughout 
THE�NIGHT��7E�lLLED�A�GROCERY�CART�FULL�
OF�GOODIES�THAT�3ANTA�DELIVERED���(E�
GREETED�EACH�PARTY�GOER�WITH�A�(O��
(O��(O�AND�A�SMILE���7E�ENDED�THE�
NIGHT�WITH�COOKIES�AND�MILK��7ARMTH�
lLLED�THE�ROOM�AND�THE�TRUE�MEANING�
OF�#HRISTMAS�WAS�FELT�BY�ALL�

CHRIS KELLY/KELLY’S WORLD
Published: November 26, 2014

!LL�THAT�S�LEFT�OF�2OBERT�'ENSIAK�WOULD�
lT�INTO�A�SHOEBOX�

(IS�PATHETIC�REMAINS�WERE�CREMATED��
4HE�LAST�KNOWN�HOLDER�OF�HIS�ASHES�
was the landlord of the house where 
HE�WAS�CONlNED�TO�A�BACK�BEDROOM�
AND�STARVED�BY�HIS�MOTHER�AND�SISTERS��
4HE�HOUSE�HAS�BEEN�RAZED�

/N�4UESDAY��THE�!RC�OF�.ORTHEAST�
0ENNSYLVANIA�DEDICATED�A�PLAQUE�TO�
2OBERT�IN�FRONT�OF�ITS�-EADOW�!VENUE�
FACILITY��)T�READS��h2OBERT�'ENSIAK��
������%VERY�VOICE�SHALL�BE�HEARD�v

h7E�FELT�SO�BAD�FOR�2OBERT�v�!RC�
%XECUTIVE�$IRECTOR�$ON�"RODERICK�SAID��
h(E�DIDN�T�HAVE�A�VOICE�IN�LIFE��AND�WE�

WANTED�TO�GIVE�HIM�ONE�IN�DEATH��(E�
suffered tremendously at the hands of 
HIS�FAMILY�v

Vulgar details

)�VE�SHARED�THE�VULGAR�DETAILS�OF�2OBERT�S�
miserable life and death so many times, 
THEY�HAVE�ALMOST�LOST�THEIR�SHOCK�VALUE��
(E�WAS�����(AD�$OWN�SYNDROME��
Weighed 69 pounds when he died, his 
mESH�RAKED�BY�SCABIES��!S�PARAMEDICS�
tried to revive him, his mother’s chief 
CONCERN�REMAINED�HER�OWN�NEEDS�

)F�2OBERT�DIED��SHE�ASKED�IF�SHE�COULD�
she still collect $1,042 in monthly state 
AID�MEANT�FOR�HIS�CARE�

!S�TRAFlC�WHIRRED�BY�AND�THE�WIND�
KICKED�UP��THE�2EV��(OWARD�7OODRUFF��
PASTOR�OF�%LM�0ARK�5NITED�-ETHODIST�

#HURCH��REFERENCED�)SAIAH�������WHICH�
HE�SAID�hMANDATESv�ALL�PEOPLE�TO�SEEK�
justice for those who cannot defend 
THEMSELVES�

“We all want to have a voice, we all 
NEED�TO�GIVE�A�VOICE�v�SAID�THE�2EV��
Woodruff, who is also a member of 
THE�!RC�BOARD�

(IS�BROTHER�HAS�$OWN�SYNDROME��
(E�IS�����AND�LIVING�A�FULL��HAPPY�LIFE�
because his family saw more in him 
THAN�A�MONTHLY�STIPEND�

2OBERT�S�PLAQUE�IS�ABOUT�THE�SIZE�OF�A�
SHOEBOX��SET�IN�STONE��3OMEONE�AT�THE�
ceremony lamented that it looked like 
A�GRAVE�MARKER��)�SAID�THAT�WAS�lTTING��
BECAUSE�2OBERT�DOESN�T�HAVE�ONE��(E�

(Continued on page 6)

CHRIS KELLY: Doing right for a man done wrong



4HANK�YOU�TO�
the Verni Family 
and everyone at 
4RIOS�FOR�HELPING�
put together 
such a beautiful 
DISPLAY��7E�ARE�
so grateful for all 
the support we 
RECEIVE��

Trios
Christmas Village

Pictured:  Peter Danchak, President 
PNC Bank; Don Broderick, Arc 
Executive Director

2ECENTLY��4HE�!RC.%0!�
received a grant from the PNC 
Foundation in the amount 
OF���������IN�SUPPORT�OF�
a Community Residential 
0ROGRAM�KITCHEN�REMODEL���4HIS�
GRANT�WILL�HELP�TO�KICK�OFF�4HE�
!RC�S���TH�!NNIVERSARY�#APITAL�
)MPROVEMENTS�#AMPAIGN���!�
letter detailing the needs of 
the project is printed in this 
EDITION�OF�THE�NEWSLETTER���
Our sincerest gratitude goes 
to PNC Foundation for their 
OUTSTANDING�SUPPORT�

PNC Grant

!BOVE��#AROLYN�1UINN�TRYING�TO�STAY�WARM�
AT�THIS�YEAR�S�4RIOS�#HRISTMAS�6ILLAGEÐ�2IGHT��
0ICTURED��*ANET�AND�6ITO�6ERNI��%DDIE�2HINESMITH��
0AT�1UINN��!NTHONY�3CIARRINO��+AREN�-URPHY��
Don Broderick.



Sara Wolff presenting 
her messages on: 
eliminating the R-word, 
acceptance and anti-
bullying at a local 
ELEMENTARY�SCHOOL�

Sara Wolff

#AROL�"URKE��#OROLLA�3AWKA�AND�
"ETSY�9OUNGBLOOD�ARE�VISITING�A�LOCAL�
Scranton elementary school to help 
PRESENT�4HE�!RC�!UXILIARY�S�%DUCATION�
PROGRAM�TO�THIRD�GRADE�STUDENTS��

Arc Auxiliary’s
Education Program

4HE�3ECOND�!NNUAL�.IGHT�AT�THE�
Races was held on November 
��TH�AT�3T��-ARY�S�#ENTER�
AND�IT�WAS�A�(5'%�SUCCESSÐ�
Representative Sid Michaels 
Kavulich was the emcee who 
assisted in making the evening 
RUN�SMOOTHLY�AND�EFlCIENTLY�
while the committee worked 
TIRELESSLY�AND�ENDLESSLY��7E�CAN�T�
THANK�THE�!UXILIARY�ENOUGH�FOR�
their time, effort and hard work 
THAT�WENT�INTO�THIS�EVENT��'REAT�
fund raiser! 

Night At The
Races

Mikayla Inclusion 
Assembly in 
Scranton with 
Senator Casey 
 
Senator Casey was the guest reader 
AT�A�-IKAYLA�S�6OICE�)NCLUDE�-E�AS-
SEMBLY��ON����������AT�.EIL�!RM-
STRONG�%LEMENTARY�

Pictured:  Jeanne Gardier; Bill Burke; Kim 
2ESH��-IKAYLA�2ESH��#AROL�"URKE

Arc Update
4HE�!RC�S���TH�!NNIVERSARY�IS�RIGHT�
AROUND�THE�CORNERÐÐÐÐ��4HE�PLANS�ARE�
UNDERWAY�����0ETER�$ANCHAK�IS�THE�
chairperson and has kicked off the 
��TH�!NNIVERSARY�#APITAL�)MPROVE-
MENTS�0ROJECT�WITH�A���������GRANT�
to begin improvements to one of the 
#,!�KITCHENS���-R��$ANCHAK�HAS�ALSO�
met with us to discuss how he could 
assist even more and also suggested 
having an opening kick-off recep-
TION���4HE�COCKTAIL�PARTY�WILL�BE�HELD�
ON�*ANUARY���TH�AT�THE�2ADISSON���7E�
are very excited about this upcom-
ing year and are looking forward to 
many different events we are plan-
NING���4HANK�YOU�0%4%�AND�0.#�
Foundation!

Very recently, we updated the sign 
at the end of the building and had 
one secured to the back of the build-
ING�AS�WELL���

-�4�"ANK�CONTACTED�US�AND�WE�
joined them for a luncheon and 
check presentation at Mohegan Sun 
ON�$ECEMBER��RD���7E�WERE�VERY�
HAPPY�TO�HAVE�BEEN�NOTIlED�THAT�WE�
are one of the organizations to be 
RECOGNIZED�ON�THAT�DAY�������������

Auxiliary Information
4HE�!UXILIARY�ANNOUNCED�FOUR�NEW�

Tid Bits Around The Arc...
BOARD�MEMBERS�IN�.OVEMBER��*EAN�
"IGGAR��,INDA�+USY��"ARBARA�,UTZ�AND�
"RIDGET�7ALSH�HAD�THEIR�ORIENTATION��
a tour of day program and were 
WELCOMED�AT�THE�"OARD�-EETING�IN�
.OVEMBER�
4HE�%DUCATION�#OMMITTEE�HAD�VISITED�
Riverside West, Sumner and Whittier 
IN�/CTOBER�AND�.OVEMBER��4HEY�WILL�
continue to educate area youth on 
understanding acceptance and re-
SPECT�FOR�ALL�PEOPLE�AT�2IVERSIDE�%AST��
,ACKAWANNA�4RAIL�AND�.ORTH�0OCONO�
IN�THE�3PRING�
4HE�LADIES�ALSO�TREATED�THE�FOLKS�AT�
-EADOW�!VENUE�TO�A�(ALLOWEEN�
Party with cider, donuts, candy 
GHOSTS�AND�"),,�&29%Ð��4HE�AFTERNOON�
was magical and everyone laughed 
AND�ENJOYED�THEMSELVES��7HAT�A�
GREAT�TIME��	�
/N�$ECEMBER���TH��4HE�!UXILIARY�
had their Cookie Walk and a small 
"AZAAR��4HEY�MADE�ALMOST������WITH�
NO�EXPENSESÐ�%VERYONE�LOVES�THEIR�
DELICIOUS�RECIPES��!LSO��WE�HAD�MANY�
people stay and enjoyed the “Sounds 
OF�#HRISTMASv�CONCERT�PERFORMED�BY�
4HE�!RC�!NGELS��4HIS�BEAUTIFULLY�OR-
chestrated musical entertainment was 
really enjoyed and helps everyone get 
IN�THE�MOOD�FOR����v4HE�-OST�7ON-
DERFUL�4IME�OF�THE�9EARvÐÐÐÐÐ



BY�*EANNIE�,ALLY��$IRECTOR
!DVOCACY�3ERVICES��4HE�!RC�OF�.%0!
&OR�EIGHT�PLUS�YEARS�)�HAVE�BEEN�
hAPPEALINGv�TO�hPEALv��0%!,��0ARENT�
%DUCATION�AND�!DVOCACY�,EADERSHIP�
#ENTER	�TO�0,%!3%�BROADEN�SERVICES�
FROM�WESTERN�AND�CENTRAL�0!�TO�
THE�ALL�OF�OUR�COMMONWEALTH��!T�
last, it has come to pass due to 
A�GENEROUS�GRANT�FROM�THE�5�3��
$EPARTMENT�OF�%DUCATION�/FlCE�
OF�3PECIAL�%DUCATION�0ROGRAMS���!S�
we all know, the need for advocacy 
especially; educational advocacy 
IS�EVER�GROWING�AND�FAMILIES�.%%$�
EXPERT�ASSISTANCE��

From the moment a child is 
IDENTIlED�WITH�A�DIAGNOSIS�PARENTS�
are thrown into a world of new 
systems that are unfamiliar, 
OVERWHELMING�AND�CONFUSING���.O�
ONE�IS�BORN�WITH�THIS�INFORMATION��
"EYOND�THE�DIFlCULTIES�OF�ACCEPTANCE�
pile on layers of the foreign 
language that professionals speak in 
the medical, educational and social 

“Appealing” to “PEAL”
service domains; consisting mostly of 
unintelligible acronyms! No wonder 
the calls for help are many!

4HE�0%!,�#ENTER�IS�STAFFED�WITH�
parents of children with disabilities 
extending themselves to aid other 
parents with important information 
AND�TRAINING���0EER�SUPPORT�IS�
EFFECTIVE�AND�CANNOT�BE�REPLICATED��
.O�ONE�@GET�S�IT��LIKE�A�FELLOW�PARENT��

4HE�0%!,�#ENTER�IS�DEDICATED�
to advancing inclusive practices 
TO�PROMOTE�&5,,�COMMUNITY�
PARTICIPATION��4HE�0EAL�CENTER�FURTHER�
promises to concentrate on young 
adults self determination skills 
to encourage informed decision 
making in their community living, 
post secondary education and 
EMPLOYMENT�

)�WELCOME�0%!,�AND�LOOK�FORWARD�TO�
OUR�CONTINUED�WORK�TOGETHER���7ITH�
NEW�RESOURCES�0%!,�HAS�BEEN�ABLE�
to, not only expand, but to take on 
NEW�PROFESSIONALLY�TRAINED�ADVOCATES��

-ISSY�&RENCH�AND�)�HAVE�CONNECTED�
AND�)�LOOK�FORWARDED�TO�OUR�
CONTINUED�COLLABORATIVE�WORK��'OOD�
LUCK�AND�MY�BEST�WISHES��0%!,Ð

Parent Education & 
Education Advocacy 
Leadership Center

1-866-950-4404 toll free
WWW�PEALCENTER�ORG

SAVE THE DATE!
4HE�0%!,�#ENTER�S�8th Annual 

Inclusive Communities Conference 

“Common Ground: 
Creating a Community 
Where we ALL Belong” 

Wednesday
-ARCH��������� 
AT�THE�$OUBLETREE
-ONROEVILLE��0!

CHRIS KELLY: Doing right for a man done wrong
(Continued from page 3)

0ASTOR�(OWARD�7OODRUFF�LEADS�A�PRAY�DURING�A�MEMORIAL�FOR�2OBERT�
'ENSIAK�AT�4HE�!RC�IN�3CRANTON�ON�4UESDAY��.OV�������������

NEVER�EVEN�HAD�AN�OBITUARY�

An obituary
)T�S�BEEN�A�WHILE�SINCE�)�WROTE�ONE��
but here goes:

2OBERT�'ENSIAK������OF�4AYLOR��DIED�
March 20, 2013, after at least two 
years of unimaginable abuse from 
people who were supposed to love 
HIM�MOST�

(E�IS�SURVIVED�BY�HIS�MOTHER��3USAN�
'ENSIAK������WHO�IS�SERVING����TO����
YEARS�IN�STATE�PRISON��!�SISTER��*OAN��
����GOT�lVE�TO����YEARS�FOR�A�NEGLECT�
CHARGE�AND�ONE�TO�lVE�YEARS�FOR�
ENDANGERING�THE�WELFARE�OF�A�CHILD��
(ER�DAUGHTER��2OBERT�S�NIECE��WAS�
ALSO�INFESTED�WITH�SCABIES�

!NOTHER�SISTER��2EBEKAH������TESTIlED�
against her mother and sister and 
was sentenced to six to 23 months 
IN�,ACKAWANNA�#OUNTY�0RISON�

Robert was preceded in death by his 

FATHER��*OSEPH��
and a brother, 
*OSEPH�*R���
who was 29 
WHEN�HE�DIED�

We don’t 
know what 
Robert liked, 
what made 
him happy, 
what he 
dreamed 
about or 
EVEN�WHAT�HE�LOOKED�LIKE��4HE�
only pictures of him appear to be 
AUTOPSY�PHOTOS��!LL�THEY�TELL�ABOUT�
2OBERT�IS�HOW�MUCH�HE�SUFFERED�

!�SMALL�CEREMONY�OF�REMEMBRANCE�
WAS�HELD�4UESDAY�AT�THE�!RC�OF�
Northeastern Pennsylvania in 
3CRANTON��.O�FAMILY�ATTENDED��.ONE�
of the small crowd who gathered 
around Robert’s memorial ever 
KNEW�HIM�

!LL�WISH�THEY�HAD�

&RIENDS�MAY�CALL�ANY�TIME��&EEL�FREE�
TO�LEAVE�mOWERS��!NY�KIND�WILL�DO�

#(2)3�+%,,9��THE�4IMES4RIBUNE�
columnist, thanks the Arc for doing 
the work Isaiah was talking about. 
#ONTACT�THE�WRITER��KELLYSWORLD 
TIMESSHAMROCK�COM�� CJKINK�ON�
4WITTER��2EAD�HIS�DAILY�BLOG�AT�BLOGS�
THETIMESTRIBUNE�COM�KELLY



Let’s play a game of “Where’s 

-ARGARET�!NN�v�4HE�POINSETTIAS�
were very popular this year and 

many thanks goes out to all the 

volunteers who helped in so many 

ways and to all the buyers of the 

LOVELY�mOWERS��4HIS�FUNDRAISER�IS�
SUCH�A�HIT�EVERY�YEAR�AND�)�KNOW�
a big part of this success is the 

OUTSTANDING�PRODUCT�WE�SELL��4HE�
plants are awesome and a special 

thank you to all of you at Corky’s 

'ARDEN�0ATH��

Where’s
Margaret Ann?

Foundation
Overview

4HE�'OLF�4OURNAMENT�
FOR������WILL�BE�
HELD�ON�*UNE�
8th,  at Scranton 
#OUNTRY�#LUB���4HE�
committee chairs 
met to begin the 

planning process and go over 
DETAILS�WITH�THE�CLUB���7E�ARE�
looking forward to the new 
venue and seeing what other 
surprises might be in store to 
help with the celebration!

One word - POINSETTIAS!
We sold over 700 and are 
gaining popularity once again.  
This year in particular, I couldn’t 
keep them in stock.

Thank you for your support.



styles to shape our approach to any 
GIVEN�CIRCUMSTANCE��*OE�'ORLESKI�
EMBODIED�$AVID�S�THEORIES��(E�COULD�
HAVE�INVENTED�THEM��

4HIS�WAS�NEVER�AS�CRYSTAL�CLEAR�AS�ON�
the evening of last September 3rd, 
WHEN�*OE�S�ROOMMATE�AND�PERHAPS�
CLOSEST�CONlDANT��*OHN��SUCCUMBED�
to his terminal illness while in hospice 
CARE�AT�THE�HOME�THEY�SHARED��*EFF�AND�
Mike paid respects and agreed to visit 
SOME�FRIENDS�AT�ANOTHER�HOME��*OE�
who was then in the powerful grips of 
his devastating confusing condition- 
MADE�IT�CLEAR�TO�*OHN�'ALLONE���,ISA�
"EPPLER��AND�)�THAT�HE�WOULD�BE�GOING�
NOWHERE��(E�SAT�STOICALLY��WATCHING�
*OHNNY�INTENTLY�WATCHING�US�CAREGIVERS�
AND�HOSPICE�RESPONDERS�INTENTLY��(E�
STAYED��(E�WAS�BATTLING�HIS�OWN�NEW�
confusion at the same time as his 
OWN�HEARTBREAK���"UT�HE�STOOD�AS�A�
SENTINEL��*OE�'OLESKI�HAD�NO�ABSENCE�
OF�INmUENCE�THAT�NIGHT��(E�HAD�FULL�
OWNERSHIP�IN�THAT�EVENING��!ND�)�KNOW�
*OHN��AND�OTHER�COMRADES�LIKE�"ILLY��
$AVID��AND�-IKE�ARE�RETURNING�THAT�
FAVOR�TODAY��AS�*OE�MAKES�HIS�NEW�AND�
lNAL�TRANSITION�TO�'OD�S�KINGDOM�
)�ALWAYS�CHALLENGE�MYSELF�AND�MY�
colleagues in the loss of those we have 
served and to those we have had the 
privilege to love and to be loved back, 
to harness their gifts, lessons, and what 
)�BELIEVE�THEY�WOULD�DESIRE�OF�US����-Y�
own thoughts about the roadmap 
going forward in our work, as scripted 
BY�*OE�'ORLESKI��MEANS�A�FEW�SIMPLE�
things:

���,OOK�BEYOND�WHAT�SOMEONE�HAS�
TOLD�YOU�ABOUT�ME��-AKE�A�PERSONAL�
INVESTMENT�IN�GETTING�TO�KNOW�ME��
!FTER�ALL��IT�COMES�DOWN�TO�THE�TWO�OF�

����4HE�TENDENCY�TO�BE�COURAGEOUS�AND�
sometimes aggressive
*OE�HAD�THE�HEART�OF�A�LION��(E�PUSHED�
BACK�IF�HE�NEEDED�TO��7HEN�THE�WHOLE�
world doesn’t understand what you’re 
asking, doesn’t it stand to reason that 
you stand your ground and demand 
A�REASONABLE�COMPROMISE��*OE�DID�
WITHOUT�FAIL��4HE�REWARD�OF�HAVING�HIS�
RESPECT�WAS�WELL�WORTH�THE�WAIT��

*OE�'ORLESKI�WAS�A�RENAISSANCE�MAN��
!N�ARTIST��A�THINKER��AND�YESxA�LOVERÐ�
(E�LOVED�THE�LADIES�IN�HIS�LIFE��4HE�
kisses he blew were genuine- and they 
mOATED�TO�THEIR�LUCKY�RECIPIENTS�LIKE�
treasures in the breeze, and he tracked 
THEM�WITH�HIS�EYES�AND�HIS�mUID�BODY�
MOTIONS��xHIS�SIGNATURE����A�SORT�OF�
affectionate dance to see each delivery 
ON�ITS�WAY���!ND�FOR�WE��HIS�MALE�
FRIENDS��HIS�h&ONZILIKE�x(EYYYYv�WITH�
THUMBS�UP�MEANT�YOU�BELONGED���(E�
WAS�A�MAN�S�MAN��4OUGH��2OWDY��!ND�
he loved being the important guy in 
YOUR�LIFE���!SK�*OE�3EPE��OUR�BIG�STRONG�
Properties Manager and handyman 
extraordinaire, who caved in to any 
CHALLENGE�*OE�ISSUED�FOR�A�GAME�OF�
h#ONNECT��v���

4HERE�IS�A�FAMOUS�LECTURER�IN�OUR�lELD�
BY�THE�NAME�OF�$AVID�0ITONIAK��WHO�
COINED�THE�NOTION�OF�h!N�!BSENCE�
OF�)NmUENCEv��)�HAVE�HAD�THE�GOOD�
FORTUNE�TO�HEAR�HIM�SPEAK�AND�)�KNOW�
$ON�"RODERICK�HAS�AS�WELL��$AVID�S�
PREMISE�IS�SIMPLE��!LL�OF�US�REGARDLESS�
of, ability or disability, must exercise 
some level of control of our own 
environment, and the absence of 
OUR�PERSONAL�INmUENCE�IN�ANY�GIVEN�
situation prompts us to develop coping 

A Tribute to Joseph Gorleski
(Continued from page 1) US��.OT�ANYONE�ELSE�

���,EARN�ABOUT�WHAT�MAKES�ME�MY�
BEST��7HEN�YOU�DO��)�LL�KNOW�THE�
BEST�THAT�S�IN�YOU��!ND�IF�WE�HAVE�A�
disagreement, at least we know we 
HAVE�A�COMMON�GROUND�TO�CLIMB�TO�

���$ON�T�JUST�PUT�IN�TIME�WITH�ME��
2ESPECT�ME��)�JUST�MIGHT�BUILD�
something no one can explain, and 
it doesn’t have to be a miraculous 
STAIRCASE��)T�JUST�MIGHT�BE�OUR�
RELATIONSHIP�

���0AY�ATTENTION�TO�THE�OLD�SAYING�
about walking a mile in one another’s 
OTHER�S�SHOES��)�MIGHT�GLADLY�TRADE�WITH�
YOU��4HEN�AGAIN��)�MIGHT�NOT��!ND�YOU�
MIGHT�NOT�

���"E�INDEPENDENT��"E�STRONG��"UT�WORK�
QUIETLY�AND�EFlCIENTLY��.O�ONE�SHOULD�
hear nails being pounded in something 
you’re building, like your commitment 
TO�RELATIONSHIPS�WITH�THOSE�YOU�SERVE��
4HEY�SHOULD�BE�PRIVATE�AND�RESPECTFUL��
and as smooth as those proverbial 
wooden pegs that sustain all your 
OTHER�IMPORTANT�RELATIONSHIPS���

���#ELEBRATE�EVERYTHING�YOU�POSSIBLY�
CAN��$ANCE��"LOW�KISSES���0AINT�
SOMETHING��#ELEBRATIONS�TRUMP�WORRY��
and those who overcome adversity- 
LIKE�*OE��ARE�REAL�LIFE�HEROES�WHO�
DESERVE�OUR�CELEBRATIONS��

7E�WILL�MISS�YOU�*OE��AND�WE�ASK�YOU�
to keep your heavenly watch toward 
all that we do, so that we do our best, 
and that we continue to strive to 
UNDERSTAND�THE�QUIET�AND�SOMETIMES�
mysterious nature of those we are 
CALLED�TO�SERVE��9OU�WERE�A�BLESSING�IN�
OUR�LIVES��!ND�YOU�HAVE�PAINTED�YOUR�
lNEST�MASTERPIECE�WITH�YOUR�LEGACY��
-ERRY�#HRISTMAS�TO�YOU�IN�HEAVEN��

3./7&,!+%�42%%Ð��4HE�&RIENDS�
OF�4HE�!RC�!UXILIARY�ALONG�WITH�
4HE�!RC�2ESPONDS�WOULD�LIKE�TO�
ANNOUNCE�THE�!RC�2ESPONDS�(OLIDAY�
0ROJECT�������4HE�3NOWmAKE�
4REE���/RNAMENTS�LISTED�THE�NEEDS�
of people who may not receive a 
GIFT�FOR�#HRISTMAS��%VERY�GIFT�WAS�

The Arc Responds and the Employee Drive Group
purchased and several holidays will 
be brighter because of everyone’s 
GENEROSITY�
!�VOLUNTEER�APPROACHED�US�AND�WOULD�
LIKE�TO�COORDINATE�A��+�2ACE�7ALK�
2UN���!�GROUP�OF�EMPLOYEES�IS�VERY�
INTERESTED�IN�PURSUING�THIS�FUND�RAISER���
We will be meeting to discuss the 

POSSIBILITIES�AND�OPTIONS�
!LSO��A�PLAN�IS�IN�THE�WORKS�FOR�A�
(AUNTED�(OUSE�AT�7ESTON�&IELDÐ����
"OOOOO��JUST�HAVE�TO�FOLLOW�A�FEW�
more steps before proceeding to get 
OUR�SCARE�ON����,OTS�OF�DETAILS��EYE�
of newt, toe of frog will be coming 
YOUR�WAY���



"OB�'IGLIOTTI��$EB�'IGLIOTTI��(OLLY�3CRIPP��-ARI�0IZUR��"RENDA�&RITZINGER��
4REVOR�3HERMAN�AND�3HEILA�(ARDRANFT�

Daniel O’Brien Lakeland Homecoming

Carbon County’s Holiday Party

$ANIEL�WAS�PART�OF�THE�HOMECOMING�
court and escorted a girl onto the 
lELD�AT�&RIDAY�S�FOOTBALL�GAME��
On Saturday he was crowned 
(OMECOMING�+ING�AT�THE�
HOMECOMING�DANCE��4HE�KIDS�VOTED�
HIM�+ING��(E�WAS�NOMINATED�TO�
be on the court and then the kids 
voted from the boys on the court 
AS�TO�WHOM�WOULD�BE�KING��(E�WILL�
be thrilled because he still talks 
ABOUT�BEING�+ING��)T�WAS�SUCH�AN�
AWESOME�NIGHT�FOR�$ANIEL��4HE�KIDS�
at Lakeland are really great kids!

0ARTY�4IME�$*S�WERE�2OCKIN�AROUND�THE�#HRISTMAS�
4REE�AND�ENTERTAINING�ALL�THE�FOLKS�

3UBMITTED�BY��-ARI�0IZUR

/N�$ECEMBER����OUR�#ARBON�
County folks gathered together at 
THE�!MERICAN�,EGION�IN�,EHIGHTON��
!S�YOU�ENTERED�THE�DOORWAY�THROUGH�
the lighted arches you saw the room 
was trimmed with white lights, 
red bows, wreaths and a beautiful 
#HRISTMAS�TREE�NEXT�TO�THE�lREPLACE�
you could not help feel the warmth 
IN�THE�AIR��

4HE�AFTERNOON�STARTED�WITH�CARDS��
hugs, a welcome from me and 

PRAYER�BY�OUR�,YNETTE��$INNERS�WERE�
served with smiles, soft holiday 
music playing and chattering with 
OUR�FRIENDS��!FTER�DINNER�THE�DANCE�
mOOR�WAS�ROCKING�TO�THE�MUSIC�AND�
LAUGHTER�PROVIDED�BY�h0ARTY�4IMEv�
who danced with our friends that 
SPREAD�HOLIDAY�CHEERÐ�4HE�STAFF�FROM�
the Legion added the cheer by 
JOINING�ALL�OF�US�ON�THE�DANCE�mOOR�
THIS�YEAR��

You could hear jingle bells ringing 
AND�A�VOICE�SAYING�(O�(O�(O�
APPROACHING�AS�WE�SANG�h(ERE�

#OMES�3ANTA�#LAUSv�AND�THE�MAN�
in red entered the party with gifts 
FOR�ALL��

We ended the day dancing to Silent 
Night and wishing each other 
(APPY�(OLIDAYS��

4HE�(OLIDAY�3EASON�IS�TIME�TO�BE�
thankful for your family and friends 
and to create lasting memories! 
)�AM�ESPECIALLY�THANKFUL�FOR�THE�
Carbon Staff being so caring 
THROUGHOUT�THE�YEAR��4HANKS�AND�
(APPY�(OLIDAYS�TO�!LLÐ



Knights of Columbus

Celebrating birthdays, 
anniversaries, special events are 
all beautiful moments 
TO�BE�HONORED�AND�CHERISHED���
Remembering your loved ones, 
friends, neighbors, co-workers 
is a wonderful way to let them 
know how much you care 
and that you are thinking of 
THEM���7E�CAN�HELP�RELAY�THOSE�
MESSAGES�FOR�YOU���

7HEN�YOU�SEND�4HE�!RC�A�
donation along with the name 
OF�THE�PERSON�S	�BEING�HONORED��
we will send a pre-printed card 
to the honorees, letting them 
know that a donation was made 
in their name and who sent the 
GIFT���)T�S�A�GREAT�WAY�TO�SAY��h)�
#AREv�AND�BENElT�4HE�!RCÐ��

We also have a Memorial 
Program which sends your 
sympathy and condolences 
WHEN�A�LOVED�ONE�PASSES�AWAY���
We are here to assist you in 
MAKING�YOUR�WISHES�KNOWN�

Representatives from Area Councils and Assemblies 
&IRST�2OW��2OGER�'ETTS��$AVID�+RANTZ��+ENT�-ADERE��!LFRED�,EONE��3ECOND�ROW��$ONALD�"ROD
ERICK��3TEVE�$ONDERO��-IKE�0OLEDNAK��#HARLIE�6AGNARELLI��$AVID�#IMINO���!NTHONY�3PATARO�

4HE�+NIGHTS�OF�#OLUMBUS�!PPRECIATION�
$INNER�WAS�HELD�ON�.OVEMBER���ST��
AT�THE�7ALDORF�0ARK�3OCIAL�#LUB��4HESE�
lNE�GENTLEMEN�HELP�4HE�!RC�RAISE�
APPROXIMATELY���������A�YEAR��4HEY�
HAVE�THE�-EASURE5P�#AMPAIGN�AND�

!RC+NIGHT�EVENT��4HEIR�DEDICATION�
to our organization for over 30 years 
IS�OUTSTANDING��7E�THINK�THEY�ARE�A�
wonderful group and are very pleased 
with all the support from Lackawanna 
AND�-ONROE�#OUNTIES��

Arc Knight Committee 
&IRST�2OW��'EORGE�3CHNEIDER��2ON�-ROCZKA��0AUL�6ILGOS���!LFRED�,EONE���ND�2OW��0ETER�
+ANTON��-ARK�-C$ADE��#HARLIE�6AGNARELLI��2OGER�'ETTS��$ONALD�"RODERICK��%ILEEN�2EMPE��



4HE�!RC�6EHICLE�$ONATION�0ROGRAM�
accepts all cars, trucks, motorcycles, 
RVs, regardless of the condition of 
THE�VEHICLES���4OWING�IS�FREE�TO�THE�
DONOR���)F�YOU�WANT�TO�DONATE�YOUR�
vehicle, please click on the link on 
4HE�!RC�S�WEBSITE�WWW�THEARCNEPA�
ORG�OR�CALL���������������!LL�
you will need to do is provide the 
year, make and model of a vehicle, 
the general condition, the vehicle 

IDENTIlCATION�
number and 
the title of 
the vehicle 

of the must 
be available for 

information purposes 
WHEN�CALLING���!LL�
vehicles that are 

donated to our program must have 
A�CLEAN�TITLE���0LEASE�INDICATE�4HE�!RC�
of Northeastern Pennsylvania as the 
chapter to receive the proceeds of 
THE�SALE�OF�THE�VEHICLE���

Donating is easy!  
It may be tax-deductible.

Donate Your 
Vehicle

An Easy Way to Turn 
Cars into Cash for Charity

Leave a Legacy – Estate Giving Program
Remembering…
4HE�!RC�S�FOUNDING�PARENTS��CONCERNED�
community members and friends have 
passed on a legacy of commitment to 
A�NEW�GENERATION���4ODAY��WE�SEEK�TO�
SUSTAIN�THIS�LEGACY�

Building…
Looking toward tomorrow may often 
BE�INTIMIDATING��BUT�AT�4HE�!RC�WE�
continue the mission and grow with 
the needs of the children and adults 
WE�SERVE�

Leaving a Legacy…
"Y�GIVING�A�GIFT�TO�4HE�!RC��YOU�ARE�
ensuring a bright future for the 
PEOPLE�SERVED�IN�OUR�PROGRAMS���%STATE�
giving allows for a variety of ways for 
individuals to choose the support most 
appropriate for planning their legacy:  
Outright cash gifts, designated life 
INSURANCE�POLICY��BEQUESTS��REAL�ESTATE�

We appreciate your kindness you 
SHOW�ON�AN�ANNUAL�BASIS���!S�WE�MOVE�
forward today and throughout the 
year, we also need to be remembered 
AS�WE�GO�INTO�THE�FUTURE���7ITH�YOUR�
generosity, we can continue offering 
the services to the individuals who 
NEED�THEM���)F�YOU�WOULD�LIKE�TO�
explore a method of giving that 
is right for you, please feel free to 
contact us and we will be happy to 
MEET�WITH�YOU���&OR�SPECIlC�lNANCIAL�
or legal advice, please consult with an 
ATTORNEY�OR�lNANCIAL�PLANNER�

4HE�!RC�CELEBRATED�THE�HOLIDAY�SEASON�WITH�A�SPECTACULAR�PARTY�
AT�&IORELLI�S�ON�$ECEMBER��TH��(UNDREDS�OF�GUEST�ENJOYED�THE�
FESTIVITIES�PLANNED�BY�-ARI�0IZUR�AND�THE�2ECREATION�STAFF��

3UBMITTED�BY��-ARI�0IZUR

%ACH�YEAR�AS�OUR�(OLIDAY�0ARTY�APPROACHES�
)�REmECT�ON�THE�YEARS�GONE�BY�AND�REALIZE�
HOW�FORTUNATE�WE�ARE�TO�BE�TOGETHER��4HIS�
UPCOMING�YEAR�4HE�!RC�WILL�BE�CELEBRATING�
���YEARS�OF�SERVING�PEOPLE�WITH�)NTELLECTUAL�
AND�$EVELOPMENTAL�$ISABILITIES��/N�
$ECEMBER���������AT�&IORELLI�S�WE�PLANNED�
to honor our 60 years with lots of surprises 
AT�OUR�(OLIDAY�0ARTY��

4HERE�ARE�SEVERAL�STORIES�OF�HOW�4HE�!RC�
BEGAN��OF�COURSE�)�HAVE�ONE�STORY�THAT�)�
AM�PARTICULARLY�FOND�OF���)T�HAS�BEEN�SAID�
that the founding parents were meeting 
at Robinson Park to discuss how their 
CHILDREN�COULD�HAVE�A�BETTER�EDUCATION���

The Arc’s Holiday Party!
!S�THEY�MET�EACH�WEEK��THEY�REALIZED�HOW�
their children loved being at the park 
AND�ENJOYED�SOCIALIZING�WITH�THEIR�FRIENDS��
(ENCE��4HE�!RC�BEGAN�WITH�3UMMER�
#AMP��2ECREATION���4HAT�IS�MY�FAVORITE�
STORY�AND�)�AM�STICKING�WITH�ITÐ

)N�HONOR�OF�OUR����YEARS��WE�HAD�A�
FEW�h(OLIDAY�#HARACTERSv�RETURN�FROM�
#HRISTMAS�PAST���!�FEW�OF�OUR�PAST�
recreation employees returned to be a 
CHARACTER�OR�TWO�AND�ENJOY�THE�(OLIDAY�
&ESTIVITIES���4HANKS�#ARRIE�!KERS��+IERSEY�
+RETSCH�AND�+ATHLEEN�'ILHOOLEY�FOR�
bringing your holiday spirit! 

4HE�HOLIDAY�MUSIC�WAS�PLAYING��PEOPLE�
were dancing as Rudolph Mari and the 

recreation reindeers 
-ARGARET�!NN��(OLLY��
Carrie, Kiersey and 
Kathleen entered 
the room pulling a 
sleigh to the tune of 
“Rudolph the Red 
.OSE�2EINDEERvÐ��4HE�
sounds of singing 
AND�LAUGHTER�lLLED�
THE�ROOM���!S�NIGHT�
progressed 4 Frosty 
the Snowmen 

joined the festivities and began to dance 
around!  Later we sang “Oh Christmas 
4REEv��-IKE�-ASSINO	�AS���'INGERBREAD�
Men and 3 Nutcrackers danced around 
THE�TREE��(OLIDAY�SPIRIT�lLLED�THE�AIR�WHEN�
3ANTA��-IKE�(OCKENBURY	�APPEARED�WITH�
-RS��#LAUS��#ARRIE	����%LVES��(OLLY�AND�
+ATHLEEN	�AND�A�0RESENT�ADORNED�WITH�A�
RED�BOW��-ARGARET�!NN	���%ACH�PERSON�
that visited Santa was presented a candy 
cane and a gift to remind them of a 
WONDERFUL�NIGHT�

4HE�ROOM�LOOKED�BEAUTIFUL��THE�TABLE�
ADORNED�WITH�WHITE�mOWERS��TRIMMED�
with crystals and bling, but as we all 
know it is not about the decorations or 
the presents received it is about the inner 
GLOW�THAT�TOUCHES�THE�HEART���

"OB�(OPE�ONCE�SAID�h7HEN�WE�RECALL�
#HRISTMAS�PAST��WE�USUALLY�lND�THAT�THE�
simplest things, not the great occasion–
GIVE�OFF�THE�GREATEST�GLOW�
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